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This textbook provides a comprehensive compilation of conceptual perspectives, methodological approaches and empirical insights of interand transdisciplinary sustainability science. Written by an international team of authors from leading sustainability institutions, the textbook
covers key perspectives and topics of the scientific discourse on sustainable development. More than two decades after conceptualizing
sustainability as societal guiding vision and regulative idea the necessity of concretizing and realizing sustainability in societal praxis is bigger
than ever. Sharply improved individual and societal sustainable decision-making and action is necessary for a better future of humankind and
the planet. On that account problem- and solution-oriented perspectives and competencies are crucial. The different chapters assemble an
encompassing view of essential foundations and specific areas of research and action in sustainability science and practice. The textbook
aims at fostering the further establishment of sustainability science in higher education and to enable the next generation of sustainability
experts to tackle the challenging and exciting topic of sustainable development.
To advance in today's workplace requires virtual team skills. Most individuals assume their face-to-face skills will translate, but competency
with virtual communication and teamwork requires an entirely new set of skills. This book guides readers down the path to success. •
Explains how virtual communication has significantly changed the way people interact and rewritten many aspects of the "rulebook" on how
business is done • Defines how team dynamics change when the interaction shifts from in-person to electronic and how to correct for these
tendencies to avoid unintended offense or misunderstanding • Instructs readers on building trust, addressing fairness, and dealing with
conflict in an online environment • Provides relevant, instructive anecdotes based on the experiences of dozens of managers, allowing
readers to learn from their real-world successes (and disasters)
This text focuses student-learning on the key communication competencies recommended by the National Communication Association. With
applied examples and a vibrant and engaging design, this text covers all the expected topics in an introductory course (foundations of
communication, interpersonal communication, small group communication, and public speaking - plus a special appendix on interviewing).
Scenarios begin each chapter with a problem to which students can relate and then solve as they learn about the concepts discussed in each
chapter. A concentrated focus on careers in communication, highlighted in a two-page spread near the end of each chapter, brings home the
relevance of communication outside the classroom and helps students learn more about how studying communication can help them
throughout their lives. Additional emphasis on topics such as ethics, culture, gender, and technology is found throughout the text.
The new third edition of Communicating Professionally is completely revised with new sections outlining the opportunities offered by
contemporary communication media.
The third edition of the text is in full colour for the first time, with comprehensive and highly referenced coverage of communication theory
continuing to be balanced with extensive practical skill activities. Both text and its associated digital resources are written in a user-friendlym,
accessible style and ar enhanced by informative illustrations.
Lesikar and Flatley's, Basic Business Communication (BBC): Skills for Empowering the Internet Generation, has long been known as a solid
introductory business communication book that gets to the writing skills sooner than most other texts and gives students true 'how-to' skills in
all areas of business communication. It has solid examples, and is both consumer-and service-oriented. Its strength has also been its use of
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margin notes, cartoons and photos that relate to the concepts and use of cases. Recent editions have established BBC as truly cutting edge;
it was the first text in the market with PowerPoint as part of its package, the first to have an online chapter, and with the 9th Edition is now the
first to offer writing tips and templates for PDAs (personal digital assistants).).

The first book of its kind to offer a unique functions approach to managerial communication, Managerial Communication explores
what the communication managers actually do in business across the planning, organizing, leading, and controlling functions.
Focusing on theory and application that will help managers and future managers understand the practices of management
communication, this book combines ideas from industry experts, popular culture, news events, and academic articles and books
written by leading scholars. All of the levels of communication (intrapersonal, interpersonal, group, organizational, and
intercultural) play a role in managerial communication and are discussed thoroughly. The top, middle, and frontline
communications in which managers engage are also addressed. Expounding on theories of communication, the authors relate
them to the theories of management—such as crisis management, impression management, equity theory, and effective
presentation skills. These are the skills that are invaluable to management.
The book that set the standard for those working toward certification in special education has been revised and updated to meet
the needs of a new generation of teachers and students. A cross-categorical emphasis that makes it suitable for a broad number
of courses-including those aimed at teaching students with related disabilities and those teaching students on the Autism
Spectrum. The authors describe the characteristics of learning disabilities as well as other disabilities, and offer practical teaching
strategies for general education and special education teachers, school psychologists, administrators, and related professionals.
Pre-service and in-service classroom teachers, who are increasingly responsible for teaching students with special needs within
general education or inclusive classrooms, will find LEARNING DISABILITIES AND RELATED DISABILITIES: STRATEGIES FOR
SUCCESS, 13th Edition, especially helpful. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of how to strategically manage the movement and storage of products or materials
from any point in the manufacturing process to customer fulfillment. Topics covered include important tools for strategic decision
making, transport, packaging, warehousing, retailing, customer services and future trends. An introduction to logistics Provides
practical applications Discusses trends and new strategies in major parts of the logistic industry
Known for its real-world examples and effective problem sets, this undergraduate corporate finance course is now in its 9th edition
and includes a student resource CD-ROM, with Excel tutorials and additional practice problems. The tenth edition features
InfoTrac college edition access.
Design Discourse: Composing and Revising Programs in Professional and Technical Writing addresses the complexities of
developing professional and technical writing programs. The essays in the collection offer reflections on efforts to bridge two
cultures—what the editors characterize as the “art and science of writing”—often by addressing explicitly the tensions between
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them. Design Discourse offers insights into the high-stakes decisions made by program designers as they seek to “function at the
intersection of the practical and the abstract, the human and the technical.”
A unique approach to a hands-on course, written by the same author of Business and Administrative Communication, this
completely new approach is devised and created with the assistance of a community college colleague. The innovative module
structure allows instructors to focus on specific skills and provides greater flexibility for short courses and different teaching
approaches. While grounded in solid business communication fundamentals, this paperback takes a strong workplace activity
orientation which helps students connect what they learn to what they do or will do on the job.
Sustainability is a fairly old concept, born in the 18th century in the field of forestry, within a mono-functionality perspective. The concept has
considerably evolved in the last few years towards a multi-functionality context, with applications reported in practically all areas of economic
interest. On the other hand, modern sustainability is a complex problem, for two reasons: a) The multiplicity of functions of a very different
nature involved in the process and b) The manner in which different segments of the society or stakeholders perceive the relative importance
of these functions. For the above reasons, a realistic approach for dealing with the sustainability issue requires taking into consideration
multiple criteria of different nature (economic, environmental and social), and in many cases within a participatory decision making
framework. This book presents a collection of papers, dealing with different theoretical and applied issues of sustainability, with the help of a
modern multi-criteria decision-making theory, with a single as well as several stakeholders involved in the decision-making process.
Hopefully, this material will encourage academics and practitioners to alter their research in this hot and vital topic. After all, the sustainable
management of the environment and its embedded resources is one of the most important, if not the major challenge of the 21st century.
Students preparing to succeed in today's workplace require solid training in communication skills and principles, as well as experience
applying them in realistic professional contexts. In Business and Professional Communication, Kory Floyd and Peter Cardon incorporate
substantial business-world experience throughout the text's principles, examples and activities. They ensure that the theories, concepts, and
skills most relevant to the communication discipline are fully represented. The result is a program that helps students understand and apply
communication skills in both their personal and professional lives. The 'People First' feature presents students with realistic scenarios that are
sensitive, discomforting, or tricky to manage. It then teaches students how to navigate those situations effectively. This gives students
concrete skills for preserving relationships with others as they encounter these difficult conversations. Unique to the market, this text includes
a dedicated chapter focused on perspective-taking: covering the processes of person-perception; common perceptual errors; the self-serving
bias and the fundamental attribution error; the self-concept; and the processes of image management. This equips students to understand
and pay attention to the perspectives of others. Business and Professional Communication also includes a dedicated chapter focused on
career communication, encouraging students to engage in networking and to consider the priorities and points of view of others as they seek
employment and begin to interact professionally.
This book is written for courses in business writing and speaking and managerial communication. It provides a systematic presentation of
how to prepare logical and persuasive written and oral messages. This system is organized under the acronym POWER, which stands for
planning, organizing, writing, editing and revising.
The adulteration and fraudulent manufacture of medicines is an old problem, vastly aggravated by modern manufacturing and trade. In the
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last decade, impotent antimicrobial drugs have compromised the treatment of many deadly diseases in poor countries. More recently,
negligent production at a Massachusetts compounding pharmacy sickened hundreds of Americans. While the national drugs regulatory
authority (hereafter, the regulatory authority) is responsible for the safety of a country's drug supply, no single country can entirely guarantee
this today. The once common use of the term counterfeit to describe any drug that is not what it claims to be is at the heart of the argument.
In a narrow, legal sense a counterfeit drug is one that infringes on a registered trademark. The lay meaning is much broader, including any
drug made with intentional deceit. Some generic drug companies and civil society groups object to calling bad medicines counterfeit, seeing it
as the deliberate conflation of public health and intellectual property concerns. Countering the Problem of Falsified and Substandard Drugs
accepts the narrow meaning of counterfeit, and, because the nuances of trademark infringement must be dealt with by courts, case by case,
the report does not discuss the problem of counterfeit medicines.
MASS MEDIA RESEARCH: AN INTRODUCTION, 9e, begins with an overview of mass communication research and the ethics of research.
It then explores each major approach to research, including qualitative research, content analysis, survey research, longitudinal research,
and experimental research. The text continues with a section on data analysis and concludes with a forward-looking section on applying
research methods to the primary areas of interest including print, electronic media, advertising, and public relations. Coverage of mass media
research and the Internet, which was presented in a concluding chapter in the previous edition, has now been integrated as appropriate
throughout the text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
A solid understanding of how banks operate is crucial to grasp the functioning of modern society. Banks are an intrinsic part of business,
finance, and everyday life. Modern banking is regulated by a sophisticated set of laws and regulations that are constantly evolving. Banking
Law and Practice from the Hong Kong Institute of Bankers outlines and explains these laws and regulations clearly and in detail. This
regulatory framework has a deep impact on banks, bankers, and anyone that deals with them, which is the overwhelming majority of society.
This high level of impact makes Banking Law and Practice an important book as well as a necessary and authoritative reference for industry
professionals, students, and the public at large. Banking Law and Practice discusses a range of topics that have a direct bearing on the dayto-day operations of banks, from contracts to how to ensure safe and secure lending. It examines the development and current state of
banking legislation and regulation and facilitates bankers and their institutions to shape their practice to meet all the necessary legal and
regulatory requirements. Students, industry professionals, and the public at large will welcome the thorough and clear explanations of the
legal and regulatory framework in which banks operate. This book is essential reading for candidates studying for the HKIB Associateship
Examination and anyone else seeking expert knowledge of the legal and regulatory structure affecting banks in Hong Kong. Topics covered
in this book include: Contractual Relationships Code of Banking Practice Money Laundering Negotiable Instruments Law Related to
Securities Bankruptcy and Insolvency

This book introduces a process-based, patient-centered approach to palliative care that substantiates an indication-oriented
treatment and radical reconsideration of our transition to death. Drawing on decades of work with terminally ill cancer patients and
a trove of research on near-death experiences, Monika Renz encourages practitioners to not only safeguard patients' dignity as
they die but also take stock of their verbal, nonverbal, and metaphorical cues as they progress, helping to personalize treatment
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and realize a more peaceful death. Renz divides dying into three parts: pre-transition, transition, and post-transition. As we die, all
egoism and ego-centered perception fall away, bringing us to another state of consciousness, a different register of sensitivity, and
an alternative dimension of spiritual connectedness. As patients pass through these stages, they offer nonverbal signals that
indicate their gradual withdrawal from everyday consciousness. This transformation explains why emotional and spiritual issues
become enhanced during the dying process. Relatives and practitioners are often deeply impressed and feel a sense of awe. Fear
and struggle shift to trust and peace; denial melts into acceptance. At first, family problems and the need for reconciliation are
urgent, but gradually these concerns fade. By delineating these processes, Renz helps practitioners grow more cognizant of the
changing emotions and symptoms of the patients under their care, enabling them to respond with the utmost respect for their
patients' dignity.
A study of how Air Force enlisted personnel helped shape the fi%ture Air Force and foster professionalism among
noncommissioned officers in the 195Os.
MARKETING: THE CORE, 2/e by Kerin, Berkowitz, Hartley, and Rudelius continues the tradition of cutting-edge content and
student-friendliness set by Marketing 8/e, but in a shorter, more accessible package. The Core distills Marketingâ€™s 22 chapters
down to 18, leaving instructors just the content they need to cover the essentials of marketing in a single semester. Instructors
using The Core also benefit from a full-sized supplements package. The Core is more than just a "baby Kerin"; it combines great
writing style, currency, and supplements into the ideal package.
Lesikar's Business Communication: Connecting in a Digital World, 12/e by Rentz, Flatley, and Lentz takes the solid foundational
principles of this classic text and applies them to business contexts in the 21st century. While continuing to focus on careful
problem analysis, adaptation of the message to the audience, and maintaining positive human relations, this edition discusses
current challenges for business communicators and gives students practice meeting those challenges. Toward this end, the book
maintains the realism, technological currency, and pedagogical effectiveness for which it has become well known and respected.
As with previous editions, the 12th edition prepares students to communicate in the modern workplace by first providing extensive
writing advice and then providing methodical analyses of the main forms of business communication. Along the way, it
incorporates a multitude of real business examples, a wide range of problem-solving cases, and a thorough treatment of
technology’s role in business communication. In addition to a full suite of teaching and testing materials, the book’s Online
Learrning Center gives teachers easy access to an online blog, Bcomm Teacher Xchange, that will keep them abreast of the latest
research and developments in the field while providing a host of practical teaching tips. Through its BC Resources link, the OLC
also offers an extensive collection of Web links on multiple bcomm topics, from grammar to persuasion to research and teamwork.
Introduce your students to management using the classic theory, current research, student-friendly presentation, and memorable
examples in Griffin’s MANAGEMENT -- the book that has already helped almost two million students prepare for successful
business careers. This powerful, leading text combines traditional management coverage with well-known, careful examination of
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today’s emerging management topics. The new 10th edition of MANAGEMENT now examines the latest on organizational justice
and negotiation as well as the impact of the 2008-2009 economic recession and global warming on business. The book’s wellorganized, inviting approach organized around the functions of management helps students strengthen their management skills
with an effective balance of theory and practice as well as numerous proven learning features. Students continue to study the
growing service sector, ethics, global management and the impact of technology on management as they examine challenges
today’s managers face. Hundreds of well-researched popular examples -- from large establishments, such as Coca-Cola, to
emerging companies such as Google and Facebook -- bring concepts to life. Examples from smaller companies and non-profit
organizations underscore the author’s philosophy that strong management is critical to the success of any type of organization.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
The book comprises a selection of 14 papers concerning the general theme of cultural conceptualizations in communication and
translation, as well as in various applications of language.Ten papers in first part Translation and Culture cover the topics of a
cognitive approach to conceptualizations of Source Language – versus Target Language – texts in translation, derived from
general language, media texts, and literature.The second part Applied Cultural Models comprises four papers discussing cultural
conceptualizations of language in the educational context, particularly of Foreign Language Teaching, in online communication
and communication in deaf communities.
M: Advertising 2e was created with students' and professors' needs in mind. It explores the core principles that drive advertising,
using a lively voice that goes beyond academic theory. The authors' goal was to present advertising as it is actually practiced and
make the fundamentals accessible and relevant to the student's “real life.“ This approach truly transcends the conceptual and
propels students into an exciting and practical dimension. Students receive a cost - effective, easy to read, focused text complete
with study resources to help them review for tests and apply chapter concepts. Professors receive a text that contains all the
pertinent information - yet in a more condensed format that is easier to cover by students. McGraw-Hill Connect assignments are
provided to utilise the power of the web, providing application of concepts for students and automatically grade materials to
support instructors.
Business Communication: A Problem-Solving Approach (Loose-Leaf)McGraw-Hill EducationLesikar's Business Communication:
Connecting in a Digital WorldMcGraw-Hill/Irwin
Ratyduls are among the most commonly seen Australian insects. They range in size from about 5 mm to well over 90 mm and
occur in many habitats all over Australia. Katydids are masters of deception, imitating twigs, brak, leaves and stems, as well as
other insects. A few are brightly coloured and are distasteful to predators. They continue to be research subjects in many univesity
curricula, where students study their behaviour, at oustical physiology and ecology. A Guide to the Katydids of Australia explores
this diverse group of insects from the family Tettigoniidae, which comprises more than 1000 species in Australia, including Norfolk
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and Lord Howe islands. It highlights their relationships to plants, humans and the environment, and includes colour photographs of
many species.
Business Communication: Making Connections in a Digital World, 12/e by Lesikar, Flatley, and Rentz provides both student and
instructor with all the tools needed to navigate through the complexity of the modern business communication environment. At
their disposal, teachers have access to an online Tools & Techniques Blog that continually keeps them abreast of the latest
research and developments in the field while providing a host of teaching materials. Business Communication attends to the
dynamic, fast-paced, and ever-changing means by which business communication occurs by being the most technologically
current and pedagogically effective books in the field. It has realistic examples that are both consumer-and business-oriented.
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